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Abstract: The frequent pattern mining has become an important data mining task and a focused theme in Data mining
research. The key problem is how to find useful hidden patterns and to discover association rules between items in a large
database of sales transactions, for better business applications. For the solution of these problems, the Apriori algorithm is
one of the most popular data mining approaches for finding frequent item sets from a transaction dataset and derives
association rules by prior knowledge and iterative approach. Finding such frequent patterns plays essential role in mining
associations, correlations, and many other interesting relationships among data. Moreover, it helps in data classification,
clustering, and other data mining tasks as well. Rules are the discovered knowledge from the data base. Finding frequent
item set (item sets with frequency larger than or equal to a user specified minimum support) is not trivial because of its
combinatorial explosion. Once frequent item sets are obtained, it is straightforward to generate association rules with
confidence larger than or equal to a user specified minimum confidence. The paper illustrating apriori algorithm on
simulated database and finds the association rules on different confidence value. Scale-up experiments show that Apriori
scales linearly with the number of transactions. Apriori also has excellent scale-up properties with respect to the transaction
size and the number of items in the database.
Keywords: Apriori, association rules, support value, confidence value, frequent pattern mining, itemsets.
I. INTRODUCTION
Frequent pattern mining is indeed rich. It is a powerful technology with great potential to help organizations focus on the
most important information in their data warehouses. Frequent itemset mining leads to the discovery of associations and
correlations among items in large transactional or relational data sets. With massive amounts of data continuously being
collected and stored through the large amount of customer daily transaction details referred as basket data, due to progress in
bar-code technology, many industries are becoming interested in mining such patterns from their databases. The discovery of
interesting correlation relationships among huge amounts of business transaction records can help in many business decisionmaking processes, such as catalog design, cross-marketing, and customer shopping behaviour analysis. A record in such data
typically consists of the transaction date and the items bought in the transaction. Successful organizations view such databases
as important pieces of the marketing infrastructure. Data mining is the extraction of hidden predictive information from very
large databases. Data mining tools predict future trends and behaviours, helps organizations to make proactive knowledgedriven decisions. The automated, prospective analyses offered by data mining move beyond the analyses of past events provided
by retrospective tools typical of decision support systems. Data mining tools have the answer of this question. Today retailer is
facing dynamic and competitive environment on global platform. How can we take advantage of user preferences or constraints
to speed up the mining process? Retail industry is looking strategy where they can target right customers who may be profitable
to their business. Market Basket Analysis is the process which analyses customer buying habits by finding associations between
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different items that customers place in their “shopping baskets”. The discovery of such associations can help retailers develop
marketing strategies by gaining insight into which items are frequently purchased together by customers.
Those traditionally methods were lot of time consuming to resolve the problems or decision making for profitable business.
Data mining prepare databases for finding hidden patterns, finding predictive information that experts may miss because it lies
outside their expectations. The field of data mining have been prospered and posed into new areas such as manufacturing,
insurance, medicine, etc. Hence, this paper reviews the various trends of data mining and its relative applications from past to
present and discusses how effectively can be used for targeting profitable customers in information driven and better marketing
campaigns that enable marketers to develop and implement customized marketing programs and strategies.
II. RELATED WORK
If we think of the universe as the set of items available at the store, then each item has a Boolean variable representing the

presence or absence of that item. Each basket can then be represented by a Boolean vector of values assigned to these variables.
The Boolean vectors can be analyzed for buying patterns that reflect items that are frequently associated or purchased together.
These patterns can be represented in the form of association rules. For example, the information that customer who purchase
computers also tend to buy antivirus software at the same time is represented in Association Rule (1) below:
computer Î antivirus_software [ support=2%, confidence=60% ]
Association rule mining is interested in finding frequent rules that define relations between related frequent items in
databases, and it has two main measurements of rule interestingness: support and confidence values. They respectively reflect
the usefulness and certainty of discovered rules. A support of 2% for Association Rule (1) means that 2% of all the transactions
under analysis show that computer and antivirus software purchased together. A confidence of 60% means that 60% of
customers who purchased a computer also bought the software. Typically, association rules are considered interesting if they
satisfy both a minimum support threshold and a minimum confidence threshold. Such thresholds can be set by users or domain
experts.
The frequent itemsets is defined as the itemset that have support value greater than or equal to a minimum threshold support
value, and frequent rules as the rules that have confidence value greater than or equal to minimum threshold confidence value.
Association Rule Mining is all about finding all rules whose support and confidence exceed the threshold, minimum support and
minimum confidence values. Itemsets with minimum support are called large itemsets, and all others small itemsets.
Association rule mining proceeds on two main steps. The first step is to find all itemsets with adequate supports and the
second step is to generate association rules by combining these frequent or large itemsets. In the traditional association rules
mining, minimum support threshold and minimum confidence threshold values are assumed to be available for mining frequent
itemsets, which is hard to be set without specific knowledge; users have difficulties in setting the support threshold to obtain
their required results. Setting the support threshold too large, would produce only a small number of rules or even no rules to
conclude. In that case, a smaller threshold value should be guessed (imposed) to do the mining again, which may or may not
give a better result, as by setting the threshold too small, too many results would be produced for the users, too many results
would require not only very long time for computation but also for screening these rules. That would explain the need to
develop an algorithm to generate a minimum support, and minimum confidence values depending on the datasets in the
databases.
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III. PROPOSED SYSTEM

This paper proposes the IND-OCPA-P model to analyze the security of the proposed EOB and the encryption schemes
supporting an efficient range query over encrypted data.
Data mining concepts:
Associations and item-sets: It as denoted as AÆB
If A is true then B will also true. Example: People buying two-wheeler also buys helmet.
A= Buying two-wheeler B= Buying helmet
Using this association rule can predict that if A is true then B also true. For any rule if AÆB and BÆA, then A and B are
called an "interesting item-set"; Example: People buying shampoo also buy conditioner. People buying conditioner also buy
shampoo.
Sales Transaction Table: From the market basket analysis of the set of products in a single transaction. Discovering for
example, that a customer who buys shoes is likely to buy socks ShampooÆ Conditioner
Transactional Database: The set of all sales transactions is called the population. The representation of the transactions in
one record per transaction. The transaction is represented by a data Tuple.
TABLE1: TRANSACTION DATABASE
TID

List of item_IDs and items

T100

I1- Shampoo, I2 - Conditioner, I5 – Washing Powder

T101

I2 - Conditioner , I4 – Bathing Soap

T102

I2 - Conditioner, I3 – Toothpaste

T103

I1 - Shampoo, I2 - Conditioner, I4 – Bathing Soap

T104

I1 - Shampoo, I3 - Toothpaste

T105

I2 - Conditioner, I3 - Toothpaste

T106

I1 - Shampoo, I3 - Toothpaste

T107

I1 - Shampoo, I2 - Conditioner, I3 – Toothpaste, I5 – Washing Powder

T108

I1 - Shampoo, I2 - Conditioner, I3 - Toothpaste

Support and Confidence: Any given association rule has a support level and a confidence level. The rule AÆB
holds in the transaction set D with support s, where s is the percentage of transactions in D that contains (A U B), this is taken to
be the propability, P(A U B) i.e. support (A Æ B) = P (A U B).

(1)

The rule AÆB has confidence c in the transaction set D, where c is the percentage of transactions in D containing A that
also contain B. This is taken to be the conditional probability,
P(B|A) i.e. confidence(AÆB) = P(B|A).

(2)

The transaction table given above is showing the item sets purchased by the customer in a period of time. The support for
the item sets shampoo and conditioner means a customer who purchased Shampoo also purchased the conditioner is given
below. The support for nine transactions where shampoo and conditioner occur together is two. Support for {shampoo,
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conditioner} = 2/9 = 22%. This means the association of data set or item set, the shampoo and conditioner brought together with
22% support. Confidence for shampooÆconditioner = 4/6 = 0.66. This means that a customer who buy shampoo then there is a
confidence of 66% that it also buy conditioner.
Mining for frequent item-sets: The Apriori Algorithm:
Apriori is a seminal algorithm for finding frequent itemsets for Boolean association rules. The name of the algorithm based
on the fact that the algorithm uses prior knowledge of frequent itemset properties. Apriori employs an iterative approach known
as a level-wise search, where k-itemsets are used to explore (k+1)-itemsets.
Given minimum required support s as interestingness criterion:
1.

Search for all individual elements (k-element item-set) that have a minimum support of s.

2.

Repeat
A. From the results of the previous search for kelement itemset, search for all k+1 element itemsets that have a
minimum support of item-set.
B. This becomes the set of all frequent (k+ 1) itemsets that are interesting.
C. Until item-set size reaches maximum.

Apriori property: All nonempty subsets of a frequent itemset must also be frequent. To improve the efficiency of the levelwise generation of frequent itemsets, an important property called the Apriori property, is used to reduce the search space. This
property belongs to a special category of properties called antimonotone in the sense that if a set cannot pass a test, all of its
supersets will fail the same test as well.
A two-step process is followed, consisting of join and prune actions.
1.

The join step: To find the Lk, a set of candidate k-itemsets is generated by joining Lk-1 with itself. This set of candidates is
denoted Ck.

2.

The prune step: Ck is a superset of Lk, i.e., its members may or may not be frequent, but all of the frequent k-itemsets are
included in Ck. Ck however, can be huge, and so this could involve heavy computation. To reduce the size of Ck, the Apriori
property is used.
By using the consumer database given in table1, Let's illustrate the process of apriori with an example for finding frequent

itemsets in D, let takes the consumer database which is showing the number of itemsets purchased by the consumers from a
retailor. There are nine transactions in database, i.e. |D|=9. Let Minimum support count required is 2, i.e. min_sup=2 Single item
like shampoo, conditioner etc. in the given database every item occurs two or more time than the minimum support or minimum
support threshold value is 2. Now focus on interestingness of the single itemsets.
1.

In the first iteration of the algorithm, each item is a member of the set of candidate 1-itemsets, C1. The algorithm simply
scans all of the transactions in order to count the number of occurrences of each item.

2.

The set of frequent 1-itemsets, L1, can then be determined. It consists of the candidate 1-itemsets satisfying minimum
support. In our example, all of the candidates in C1 satisfy minimum support.

3.

To discover the set of frequent 2-itemsets, L2, the algorithm uses the join L1

L1 to generate a candidate set of 2-itemsets,

C2. C2 consists of L1 2-itemsets. Note that no candidates are removed from C2 during the prune step because each subset of
the candidate is also frequent.
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Next, the transactions in D are scanned and the support count of each candidate itemset in C2 is accumulated, as shown in
the middle table of the second row in Fig 1.

5.

The set of frequent 2-itemsets, L2, is then determined, consisting of those candidate 2-itemsets in C2 having minimum
support.

6.

The generation of the set of candidate 3-itemsets, C3, is detailed in Fig. 1. From the join step we first get C3=
L2 L2={{I1,I2,I3},{I1,I2,I5},{I1,I3,I5},{I2,I3,I4},{I2,I3,I5},{I2,I4,I5}} Based on the Apriori property, the four later
candidates cannot possibly be frequent. We therefore remove them from C3. The resulting pruned version of C3 is shown in
the first table of the bottom row of Fig 1.

7.

The transactions in D are scanned in order to determine L3, consisting of those candidate 3-itemsets in C3 having minimum
support.

8.

The algorithm uses L3 L3 to generate a candidate set of 4-itemsets, C4. Although the join results in {{I1,I2,I3,I5}}, this is
pruned because its subset {{I2,I3,I5}} is not frequent. Thus C4= null, and the algorithm terminates, having found all of the
frequent itemsets.
So association rules which frequently used and follow the minimum confidence . So the research part of this paper is this by

changing the value of minimum confidence, gives different association rules. the value of minimum confidence is high then
rules filtered more accurately.
IV. CONCLUSION
This paper is an attempt to use data mining as a tool used to find the hidden pattern of the frequently used item-sets. An
Apriori Algorithm plays an important role for finding these patterns from large databases so that various sectors can make better
business decisions especially in the retail sector. Apriori algorithm is useful for the discovery of such associations that can help
retailers develop marketing strategies by gaining insight into which items are frequently purchase together by customers. There
are wide ranges of industries have deployed successful applications of data mining. Data mining in retail industry can be
deployed for market campaigns, to target profitable customers using reward based points. The retail industry will gain, sustain
and will be more successful in this competitive market if adopted data mining technology for market campaigns.
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V. FUTURE WORK

The major extensions of frequent pattern mining includes the following:
(1) Incorporating taxonomy in items: Use of Taxonomy makes it possible to extract frequent itemsets that are expressed by
higher concepts even when use of the base level concepts produces only infrequent itemsets.
(2) Incremental mining: In this setting, it is assumed that the database is not stationary and a new instance of transaction
keeps added. The algorithm updates the frequent itemsets without restarting from scratch.
(3) Using numeric valuable for item: When the item corresponds to a continuous numeric value, current frequent itemset
mining algorithm is not applicable unless the values are discretized. A method of subspace clustering can be used to obtain an
optimal value interval for each item in each itemset.
(4) Using other measures than frequency, such as information gain or χ2 value: These measures are useful in finding
discriminative patterns but unfortunately do not satisfy anti-monotonicity property. However, these measures have a nice
property of being convex with respect to their arguments and it is possible to estimate their upper bound for supersets of a
pattern and thus prune unpromising patterns efficiently.
(5) Using richer expressions than itemset: Many algorithms have been proposed for sequences, tree and graphs to enable
mining from more complex data structure.
(6) Closed itemsets: A frequent itemset is closed if it is not included in any other frequent itemsets. Thus, once the closed
itemsets are found, all the frequent itemsets can be derived from them.
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